Netting personal computer users through Prestel

A new initiative which could boost the number of Prestel users to more than 100,000 should be launched this month.

The idea is to link personal computers, via Prestel, into a massive new database known as Micronet 800.

A new consortium of companies has joined with British Telecom in the £500,000 scheme aimed at computer users in business, home and education markets.

Telemap

Teaming up in the new consortium are Telemap - the videotex subsidiary of AMAP Business and Computer Publications - EEC Publications and Prism Microproducts.

Together they plan to produce a 30,000 page database, about three times larger than any other database on Prestel at the moment.

It will feature hundreds of games, business and educational programs which subscribers to Micronet will be able to call up on their own computers.

Special adaptors which allow the computers to link to Prestel are being made for the popular computers like Sinclair, Apple, BBC and Commodore. They should be available at about £50.

"The market for this Micronet service is enormous," said Mr Richard Hease, chairman of the three-company consortium.

Complete world

"Our market studies show that there is already a base of some 600,000 personal computers in Britain.

"We plan to make Micronet 800 a complete world of information, communication and entertainment for computer users," he said.

The marketing of Micronet 800 is under way with a substantial advertising and promotional campaign. Prism Microproducts is handling the development and marketing of adaptors.

Micronet 800 was introduced to the public at the Personal Computer World Show at the Barbican.

Mr Hease told Viewdata & TV User that Micronet had a two-phase plan for the year.

The first would be to attack the home and education markets with an offer which included 100 free programmes for each machine and 60 which could be paid for.

They expected this month to be operating with Apple, Commodore, Tandy, ACT Sirius, Research Machines and BBC.

In February, they hoped to launch with Spectrum and the following month with the ZX 81.

For the second period, from July, they would be turning to business machines, such as the IBM and ICL, with sophisticated electronic mail and information transfer services as well as a possible storage facility. The idea of a Gateway link later was also being considered.

They hoped to hit the 100,000 target by March 1983 - by which time an estimated three million personal computers would be in use.